The New Exclusive Fitness and Wellness
Destination in Geneva

INTRODUCING CLUB WOODWARD:
THE NEW FITNESS AND WELLNESS
DESTINATION IN GENEVA
Spread over more than 1,200 square metres, Club Woodward is Geneva’s
newest fitness and wellness address. Featuring a Guerlain Spa, the longest
private indoor swimming pool in Geneva and a fully equipped fitness room, this
ultra-exclusive club offers members unique services for the most discerning of
travelers. Access to the private club is reserved for The Woodward’s guests
and a select number of members.
With its elegant décor, generous spaces and private access, Oetker Collection is
thrilled to announce Club Woodward as the new exclusive fitness and wellness
address in Geneva. Spread across two floors, the club features a Guerlain Spa by
the French luxury beauty brand, a gym equipped with state-of-the-art Technogym
machines and a space reserved for weight training.
In addition to housing the longest private indoor swimming pool in Geneva, the
wellness center includes a jacuzzi, two steam rooms, two saunas, a snow shower,
an ice bucket shower, and two Swedish baths.

PERSONALIZED SUPPORT
As part of their membership, guests are granted priority access to a program of fitness
classes and monthly activities. Annual membership includes a fitness test and personal training
session with a professional coach, who will create a custom training program tailored to
meet the fitness goals of each member.
In addition to a designated private locker, members will enjoy access to the hotel’s valet
parking.

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
Along with a range of welcome gifts, membership includes several generous advantages,
from a 60-minute treatment with a Guerlain Beauty Expert to two guest invitations to
the Spa, which can be shared with the members’ companion of choice.
An afternoon tea for two at Le Jardinier restaurant, located just above the Club, is yet
another exceptional experience reserved for members. The restaurant’s first European
address following successful openings in New York and Miami, Le Jardinier at The
Woodward offers fresh, healthy and innovative cuisine, making it ideal for all palates.
After a day spent at Club Woodward, guests can unwind and enjoy tailor-made culinary
creations that demonstrate the chef's perfect mastery of French cooking techniques.

GUERLAIN SPA
True to its reputation for unparalleled French luxury, the Guerlain massage method
offers precise and fundamental expertise, blending traditional and new techniques alike
that are constantly refined and improved.
The Guerlain Spa at The Woodward – the first in Switzerland – features six treatment
rooms, including one double room, each decorated in serene tones and adorned with
the finest materials, from white onyx sinks to marble Italian showers. The extensive
wellness offerings present a broad range of massages and treatments specially created
for this most elegant venue. The Facialist Perfection treatment combines Guerlain's
expert movements and cutting-edge technology, such as MicroPeel Technology or Leds,
to smoothen and rejuvenate the face. Lake Geneva Escape is an invitation to recharge
and indulge the senses for a deeply relaxed and re-energized body massage thanks to
the aromachological power of the massage oils and the exclusive Guerlain technique
connecting body and mind. Glamour in Geneva is a remarkable head-to-toe beauty
experience including back massage, bespoke facial, manicure, pedicure and make-up, all
orchestrated by two Beauty Experts. This total metamorphosis is an enchanting ritual for
face and body.
Specialist treatments tailored for men are also available, including The Woodward
Dandy, featuring a relaxing back massage, energizing head massage, bespoke facial,
manicure and pedicure for the perfect recipe of self-care.

Members will experience uninterrupted tranquillity upon entering the Spa and can indulge in
offerings from the tearoom, where infused waters and other delicious bites from Le Jardinier,
crafted to mirror the Guerlain Spa experience, are served. Club Woodward members will
also enjoy a 10% discount on the entire selection at the Guerlain boutique, where the
House’s most iconic and luxurious perfumes, cosmetics and body care products will be
available.

***
Club Woodward Spa membership is available from:
- Individual: CHF 7'500 (approx. $8,300)
- Couple: CHF 12'000 (approx. $13,000)
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